BMJ in the News is a weekly digest of BMJ stories, plus any other news about the company that has appeared in the national and a selection of English-speaking international media.

This week’s (23 - 29 Jan) highlights include:

**BMJ**

**Announcement:** BMJ launches new platform to help researchers get published, discovered and cited

BMJ launches comprehensive platform to assist researchers in every stage of publishing process - News-Medical.net 23/01/2017

BMJ launches Author Hub - InPublishing 24/01/2017

BMJ launches complete platform to help researchers in each stage of publishing course - Tech2 24/01/2017

BMJ launches Author Hub, a new platform to help researchers get published, discovered and cited - KnowledgeSpeak 24/01/2017

**The BMJ**

**Analysis:** Post-Ebola reforms: ample analysis, inadequate action

World "grossly underprepared" for infectious disease, warn scientists - Xinhua 23/01/2016

Warning sounded on threat by disease - Herald Scotland 24/01/2016

Ebola was just the beginning. An epidemic is coming and the world is not ready - Wired 25/01/2017

**Also covered by** Huffington Post, International Business Times, UPI, Vice, the Daily Star, the Guardian (Nigeria), Kaiser Health News, MSN, Science Daily, Health Medicinet, Medical Xpress, Medical News Today

**Research:** Psychological distress in relation to site specific cancer mortality

'Anxiety, depression may up risk of death from cancers’ - Times of India 27/01/2017

Depression, anxiety increases cancer risk - Sky News Australia 25/01/2017

**Also covered by** The Times, The Times Ireland, The Times Scotland, the Daily Mail, the Irish Daily Mail, Scottish Daily Mail, Daily Express, Scottish Daily Express, Independent, the
Research: Thyroid hormone treatment among pregnant women with subclinical hypothyroidism

Pregnant Women with Low-Grade Hypothyroidism May Benefit from Treatment - MedPage Today 25/01/2017
Should Pregnant Women Always Be Treated for Underactive Thyroid? - HealthDay 25/01/2017
Experts query treatment of mild hypothyroidism in pregnancy - OnMedica 26/01/2017

Also covered by Medical News Today, Doctors Lounge, Briefing, Health Medicinet

Research: Inter-rater agreement in evaluation of disability

Disability benefit assessors give widely different judgments on same claimants - iNews 25/01/2017
Health professionals vary hugely in disability assessments - OnMedica 26/01/2017
Doctors’ Opinions Vary Widely on Approval of Disability Benefits - Physicians Briefing 27/01/2017

Also covered by Doctors Lounge, Health Medicinet

Feature: Death clocks: How long have I got?

Death clocks should come with a health warning, says top economist - Medical Xpress 26/01/2017

Knowledge is power when determining cancer risk - Lancaster Online 22/01/2017

HOW TO DETOXIFY YOUR BODY - Collective Evolution 22/01/2017

Dr Neil Pakenham-Walsh: On Increasing the Availability of Healthcare Information - ehealthnews 23/01/2016

Global Acne Treatment Market Is Expected to Witness a Steady Growth By 2021 - Medgadget 23/01/2016
Be happy - Sonoran News 23/01/2017

EATING FOR TWO? READ THIS! - Irish Daily Mail 24/01/2017

Youngest children in class more likely to be treated for ADHD - Nursery World 24/01/2017
Women juggle better (at least for a while) - The Times + The Times Ireland + The Times Scotland 25/01/2017
Also in the Daily Mail, Scottish Daily Mail

Efficacy of renin angiotensin system inhibitors for coronary artery disease - Clinical Advisor 25/01/2017

What about the industry that Trump says 'gets away with murder'? - Philly.com 25/01/2017

Debate on link of rice, bread, noodle to cancer rages - Guardian 26/01/2017

STUDY SUGGESTS THAT GROUP DRUMMING IS BETTER THAN PROZAC - Collective Evolution 26/01/2017

JOURNALS

Acupuncture in Medicine

Would you stick needles into your baby to stop him from crying?  Star2 (Malaysia)  24/01/17

Annals of the Rheumatic Diseases

New Guidelines Streamline Spondyloarthritis Management  MedPage Today 23/01/17

Gout: Risk Prediction Tools Underestimate CV Risk  Medscape 26/01/17
Also in: MedPage Today

Oh No! Psoriasis May Lead To Fracture Risk, New Study Says; But Why?  iTech Post 27/01/17
Also in: Medscape, Endocrinology Advisor

Archives of Disease in Childhood

This everyday fruit can be lethal for children  Pharmacy News 24/01/17

BMJ Open

UAE researchers identify flaws in fighting kidney disease  The National (UAE) 23/01/17

Science shows missing sleep can ruin your career  Business Insider 23/01/17

Sitting less linked to lower risk of diabetes  Reuters UK 26/01/17

Detecting counterfeit medicines  Medical Xpress 27/01/17
**Beta blockers offer best chance of survival after a heart attack**  
Knowridge Science Report 29/01/17

**Never mind January... could you go dry forever?**  
Irish Mail on Sunday 29/01/17 (print only)

**British Journal of Sports Medicine**

**Large study indicates racket sports offer best protection against cardiac death**  
Harvard Women’s Health 23/01/17

**Feel like you’re constantly catching a cold? Here’s why some people NEVER get sick - and others never do**  
Daily Mirror 25/01/17

**Schools face push to keep kids active in the classroom in lead up to new school year**  
Herald Sun 27/01/17

**Five tips to boost performance**  
Athletics Weekly 28/01/17

**Journal of Epidemiology & Community Health**

**Poorer females 25% more likely to have heart attack than male peers**  
The Guardian (Nigeria) 25/01/17

**Journal of Medical Ethics**

**Lack of women in peer review – how do bioethics journals fare?**  
BioEdge 28/01/17

**Journal of Neurology Neurosurgery & Psychiatry**

**Head injuries carry long term death risk**  
Pakistan Observer 25/01/17

**Occupational & Environmental Medicine**

**Many middle-aged workers face job problems due to physical frailty**  
Reuters 24/01/17

**Tobacco Control**

**Smoking trends in Bond movies: that’s improbable**  
MedPage Today 28/01/17